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Instead I decided to do something similar to the Chinese New Year Post and I am going to honor 17 awesome
Irishmen and women from books and movies. After his family farm is burned down, he goes off to take his
revenge on the landlord Daniel Christie. With the two masquerading as brother and sister they start working in
the factories to earn enough money to buy land West. As the two continue to work in America they find out
that their road West wil not be an easy one. Why Joseph is awesome: Now I love Tom Cruise in everything he
is in; as I find him to be a superb actor and very good-looking. So of course I loved him in this. Joseph is an
amazing guy because of his patience and compassion. He cares for the spoiled Shannon, which is no easy feat.
If I was Joseph I would have left that mean and spiteful thing to fend for herself. However, he eagerly tries to
make her happy and when they reach their lowest point and Joseph cannot provide for her, he returns her to
her family; sacrficing his love and happiness to save her life. Besides that, he is hilarious. Plus you gotta love
a tough scrapper. Her only option is to move herself and her three children, Philip, Adele, and Grace to the
country side and turn the old Larkspur Inn into a lodging house. Why Fiona is awesome: Fiona is a girl that
has had many trials and tribulations, yet still has a caring, sweet demeneaor and a heart of gold. At a young
age her father traded her to another man for a goat. Even though Fiona was legally married, her role in the
household consisted of her being more of a slave than a wife. Forced to cook, clean, and care for his children;
Fiona only hangs on through her faith in Christ. After she loses her child, Fiona bravely takes off for England
in hopes of a better life. There she serves under Julia, becoming more than a servant; a best friend. Giving up
the security of a job, she follows Julia to Larkspur Inn, knowing that without her help there Julia would never
survive. There at the hotel she becomes head housekeeper and cares for everyone who comes through the
doors; helping all to feel loved and welcomed. She even goes to see the Keegans, and Irish family that is
shunned by almost the entire village for being Irish and Catholic. Through her kindness and compassion she is
able to heal one of the lodgers, Mr. Ambrose Clay, an actor who suffers from depression. While the two love
each other, Fiona remains true to her vows, and instead of risking any destruction to the progress made in Mr.
In the end her husband dies and she and Mr. Clay are able to be reunited with each other and their old friends.
Kyle is the golden child; captain of the basketball team, straight-A student, and Lady Luck always seems to be
smiling down at him. With his mom shrinking, and him becoming shorter and more leperchauny ever minute,
he sets out to track down the thief and restore his family luck. Why Kyle is awesome: Besides that, I always
thought Kyle was cool because of how he grows as a person when things are no longer easy for him; we see a
real strength of character and a heart of gold. Then there are his mad dancing skills he exhibits in the
competition against the evil Seamus McTiernen. But most of all it is when he passes the basketball to his
friend in the last game, instead of making the shot he gives his friend the glory, something the old Kyle never
would have thought of doing. What no one butFather Lonergan knows is that Thornton killed a man in the
ring, and decided to give up boxing and fighting for good. Thornton wants to date her, but has to go through
all the traditional methods of courtship, something extremely foreign to him. Why Sean Thorton is awesome:
Just going to get it out of the way, but the fact that he is played by John Wayne earned him a spot on this list.
But seriously, Thornton is awesome because while he feels all the rules of courtship and hoops he has to jump
through are silly, he still does them because he loves Mary Kate and knows that it is what she wants. He lays
down his pride to make her happy. What an amazing guy! To her surpise she begins recieving letters from
Gerry, these letters that encourage her and eventually help her heal and move on in her life. Why Gerry is
awesome: Besides being super sexy Gerald Butler, Gerry is the ultimate husband. How amazing is it that he
spent so much of his last moments constructing all these messages to send his wife to help her after he was
gone. Such a selfless man to be considering her needs above his. Plus he also is an amazing singer! Hotheaded
and very into politics and speaking his mind on the subject. Why Branson is awesome: At first I disliked
Branson. But after the two marry and Sybil dies in childbirth I began to like him better. He became more
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subdued and realized that his destructive thoughts might not really be the best thing. He helped Matthew with
the reforms on estate, utilizing his farming skills and helping the home flourish. One of the best things he does
though, is stay with the family so they have full acess to baby Sybil. I mean it would have been so easy to be
selfish and take the baby far away, but he knows that the rest of the family is hurting for their missing member
and while Baby Sybil will never replace the hole her mother left, she can help repair it. Why Micky is
awesome: We all have the dream to make something of ourselves and here we have a man who kept trying and
eventually did it. He totally should have recieved a nom. I highly recommend it as it is a great movie with one
amazing soundtrack. In the film, young cabin boy, Dinky Doyl is shipwrecked on an uncharted, Irish,
Leprercaun-filled island. As it is Christmas he searches the place for the perfect tree to cut down for his
celebration. The wee folk with the help of Dinky must find a way to stop her. First of all Blarney is adorable.
Look at his wee little spectacles and adorable little face. Besides that, he is kind and caring. To read about the
plot of the film see above. Well besides being a year old leprechaun, he traveled to America a poor immigrant
and worked hard to establish a sucessful potato chip factory. Not to mention he can play the flute, has a
trunkful of shoes to repair, and glorious white beard that Gandalf and Dumbledore would be jealous of, and
loves to follow rainbows. True he had a disagreement with his daughter over her marriage, but that all gets
resolved in the end. Besides, he helps Bonny be able to play basketball by securing her an internship at his
factory and getting her father off her back. He is there for everyone and always lends a helping hand. These
vibrations enable him to fly as they help propel him upward. He first joins the X-Men in when Xavier is
recreating the team. Why Banshee is awesome: Being an X-men automatically makes you one of the cool
crew. But stick to the orginal comics, the newer ones and alternate demensions always screw up the things you
love. My only problem was that they made him too young. Battle ensues and Vallon is killed by The Butcher.
Why Priest Vallon is awesome: Dare I really say more? No, but really even though we only have a few
minuets of him in the film, throughout it he is revealed to be an honorable man, kind, compassoniate, and
super tough. The movie is about two siblings, Tommy and his older sister Becky, who are sent to stay with
their aunt for the summer after the death of their father. While they are there they met Irishmen Mr. Conners,
who Tommy is convinced is a leprechaun and can bring their father back. Plus when Tommy is convinced that
he is a leprechaun, Mr. Conners kind of plays along. By the end of it, he has you wondering if he really is a
leprechaun or just an elderly man. After an encounter with radioactive substances they fell off a moving truck
he loses his sight. From there on he is mentored on how to see the world through his other senses, gaining
super sensitivity. After the death of his father he becomes a lawyer by day and superhero extradonaire by
night. How is he not cool? I mean how much cooler can you get? He totally does the whole Clark Kent thing
too, but in a much less annoying way. Pretends to be helpless so no one suspects his other identity. Only
Marvel could come up with a character this amazing. I love DC, but in comparison Marvel has some much
better superheroes. Ben was amazing as Matt, but some of the other characters were poorly portrayed. And I
hate how they kill off his amazing villain.
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Chase Shafer, Cincinnati, Ohio, appointed by court, for appellant. Code, to vacate a judgment and sentence of
twenty-five years under an indictment charging him with the offense of bank robbery, Section , Title 18 U.
United States, 6 Cir. United States, 9 Cir. United States, 8 Cir. United States, U. Bannan, supra, 6 Cir. In the
aftermath of a trial, it is often found that even the most able of counsel may have erred in some respects. The
testimony of prospective witnesses relied upon by a defendant may prove to be overvalued by the defendant
and ineffective when fully developed and analyzed by defense counsel in his pretrial preparation. Many
questions may arise in the course of a trial, which must be left to the decision of the defense attorney. The fact
that a different or better result may have been obtained if a different decision had been made, does not mean
that the defendant has not had the effective assistance of counsel. United States, 83 U. An excellent discussion
of this subject is found in Mitchell v. United States, supra, U. Welch, supra, 80 U. How much these mistakes
contributed to the result can never be measured. There are no tests by which it can be determined how many
errors an attorney may make before his batting average becomes so low as to make his representation
ineffective. The only practical standard for habeas corpus is the presence or absence of judicial character in the
proceedings as a whole. Since the allegations are accepted as a correct statement of the facts, it is unnecessary
that a hearing be held. Appellant contends that he was entitled to be heard on the amended motion.
Conclusions, not substantiated by allegations of fact with some probability of verity, are not sufficient to
warrant a hearing. In our opinion, the District Judge was not in error in declining to give the amended motion
further consideration.
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Thurgood Marshall, for petitioner. Leon Fieldman, Chicago, Ill. Fabrice, who died in , created five irrevocable
trusts in and , two for each of two daughters and one for his wife. He was one of three trustees of the trusts,
each of which provided that the trustees, in their sole discretion, could pay trust income to the beneficiary or
accumulate the income, in which event it became part of the principal of the trust. He accordingly assessed a
deficiency, the payment of which prompted this refund action by the respondents, the executors of the estate.
The District Court found the original corpus of the trusts includable in the estate, a holding not challenged in
the Court of Appeals or here. It felt obliged, however, by Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. The Court of
Appeals affirmed, F. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, F. Because of these conflicting decisions we granted
certiorari. We now reverse the decision below. Section c 1 B ii , which originated in , was an important part of
the congressional response to May v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Estate of Church, U. The section
requires the property to be included not only when the grantor himself has the right to its income but also
when he has the right to designate those who may possess and enjoy it. Here Fabrice was empowered, with the
other trustees, to distribute the trust income to the income beneficiaries or to accumulate it and add it to the
principal, thereby denying to the beneficiaries the privilege of immediate enjoyment and conditioning their
eventual enjoyment upon surviving the termination of the trust. This is a significant power, see Commissioner
of Internal Revenue v. Estate of Holmes, U. This was the holding of the Tax Court and the Court of Appeals
almost 20 years ago. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 1 Cir. The District Court here followed Industrial
Trust and affirmed the includability of the original principal of each of the Fabrice trusts. That ruling is not
now disputed. By the same token, the first condition to taxing accumulated income added to the principal is
satisfied, for the income from these increments to principal was subject to the identical power in Fabrice to
distribute or accumulate until the very moment of his death. Contrary to the judgment of the Court of Appeals,
we are sure that he had. At the time Fabrice established these trusts, he owned all of the rights to the property
transferred, a major aspect of which was his right to the present and future income produced by that property.
With the creation of the trusts, he relinquished all of his rights to income except the power to distribute that
income to the income beneficiaries or to accumulate it and hold it for the remaindermen of the trusts. He no
longer had, for example, the right to income for his own benefit or to have it distributed to any other than the
trust beneficiaries. Moreover, with respect to the very additions to principal now at issue, he exercised his
retained power to distribute or accumulate income, choosing to do the latter and thereby adding to the
principal of the trusts. All income increments to trust principal are therefore traceable to Fabrice himself, by
virtue of the original transfer and the exercise of the power to accumulate. Before the creation of the trusts,
Fabrice owned all rights to the property and to its income. By the time of his death he had divested himself of
all power and control over accumulated income which had been added to the principal, except the power to
deal with the income from such additions. Under that section, the power over income retained by Fabrice is
sufficient to require the inclusion of the original corpus of the trust in his gross estate. The accumulated
income added to principal is subject to the same power and is likewise includable. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 5 Cir. The courts in those cases considered the taxable event to be a completed inter vivos transfer,
not a transfer at death, and the property includable to be only the property subject to that transfer. The value of
that property, whatever the valuation date, was apparently deemed an adequate reflection of any income rights
included in the transfer since the grantor retained no interest in the property and no power over income which
might justify the addition of subsequently accumulated income to his own gross estate. The courts in both
Burns, 9 T. This power he exercised by accumulating and adding income to principal and this same power he
held until the moment of his death with respect to both the original principal and the accumulated income.
Twelve years later he died. The respondents do not question the correctness of that determination. I think the
Court misreads the statute. Obviously, the accumulations here involved were not transferred by the decedent to
the trustee. It is true, of course, that the accumulations represented the fruit derived from the property which
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was transferred but, even so, Congress did not make provision for including the fruit, it provided only for the
property transferred. If it desired and intended to include the accumulations, it would have been a simple
matter for it to have so stated. Nothing in the legislative history persuades me that the statute should not be
applied as it was written, and I would therefore affirm the judgment.
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